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a b s t r a c t 

Brain signatures of functional activity have shown promising results in both decoding brain states, meaning 
distinguishing between different tasks, and fingerprinting, that is identifying individuals within a large group. 
Importantly, these brain signatures do not account for the underlying brain anatomy on which brain function 
takes place. Structure-function coupling based on graph signal processing (GSP) has recently revealed a mean- 
ingful spatial gradient from unimodal to transmodal regions, on average in healthy subjects during resting-state. 
Here, we explore the specificity of structure-function coupling to distinct brain states (tasks) and to individual 
subjects. We used multimodal magnetic resonance imaging of 100 unrelated healthy subjects from the Human 
Connectome Project both during rest and seven different tasks and adopted a support vector machine classification 
approach for both decoding and fingerprinting, with various cross-validation settings. We found that structure- 
function coupling measures allow accurate classifications for both task decoding and fingerprinting. In particular, 
key information for fingerprinting is found in the more liberal portion of functional signals, with contributions 
strikingly localized to the fronto-parietal network. Moreover, the liberal portion of functional signals showed a 
strong correlation with cognitive traits, assessed with partial least square analysis, corroborating its relevance 
for fingerprinting. By introducing a new perspective on GSP-based signal filtering and FC decomposition, these 
results show that brain structure-function coupling provides a new class of signatures of cognition and individual 
brain organization at rest and during tasks. Further, they provide insights on clarifying the role of low and high 
spatial frequencies of the structural connectome, leading to new understanding of where key structure-function 
information for characterizing individuals can be found across the structural connectome graph spectrum. 
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. Introduction 

The existence of brain signatures based on functional magnetic res-
nance imaging (fMRI), meaning specific features uniquely character-
zing either tasks or individuals, has emerged from the development of
dvanced data analysis methods in the last two decades. On the one
and, the application of pattern recognition techniques to neuroimag-
ng data proved the capability of fMRI to decode task-specific brain
ctivity ( Gao et al., 2020 ; Haynes and Rees, 2006 ; Li and Fan, 2019 ;
ichiardi et al., 2011 ; Wang et al., 2020 ). Significant progress in this
irection was made by the recent advent of deep learning ( Gao et al.,
020; Li and Fan, 2019; Wang et al., 2020) , even if it remains non-
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rivial to interpret the biological meaning of the learned features. On
he other hand, similarly to a fingerprint , fMRI-based features can accu-
ately identify individuals from a large group ( Amico and Goñi, 2018a ;
iazoli et al., 2017 ; Finn et al., 2015 ; Mansour et al., 2021 ; Van De Ville
t al., 2021 ). In a seminal paper by Finn et al. (2015) , functional con-
ectivity (FC) profiles were used to successfully classify subjects across
esting state test-retest sessions, and even between task and rest condi-
ions. The fronto-parietal network emerged as the main contributor to
ubject discrimination, and was shown to predict individual cognitive
ehavior (i.e., level of fluid intelligence). In addition to functional ac-
ivity, brain anatomical features, such as cortical morphology and white-
atter structural connectivity, were also proven useful for brain finger-
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rinting ( Kumar et al., 2017 ; Lin et al., 2020 ; Valizadeh et al., 2018 ;
achinger et al., 2015 ; Yeh et al., 2016 ). 
In this context, a still unexplored brain feature, which could of-

er new insights into task decoding, individual fingerprinting and be-
avioral correlates, is the degree of coupling between function and
tructure, i.e., how brain functional activity and connectivity align to
he underlying structural connectivity architecture as measured with
iffusion-weighted (DW) MRI. Early attempts to investigate structure-
unction relationships in the brain spanned from simple approaches,
uch as correlational analyses ( Amico and Goñi, 2018b ; Goñi et al.,
014 ; Honey et al., 2009 ; Mi š i ć et al., 2016 ; Zhang et al., 2011 ), to more
omplex ones, like whole brain computational and communication mod-
ls ( Amico et al., 2021 ; Avena-Koenigsberger et al., 2018 ; Deco et al.,
011 ; Griffa et al., 2017 ; Mi š i ć et al., 2015 ; Seguin et al., 2020 ). More
ecently, graph signal processing provided a novel framework for a com-
ined structure-function analysis ( Huang et al., 2018 ; Medaglia et al.,
018 ; Preti and Van De Ville, 2019 ). Within this setting, Preti and Van
e Ville (2019) quantified the degree of structure-function dependency

or each brain region, by means of the newly introduced Structural-
ecoupling Index (SDI). This nodal metric quantifies the degree of local

dis)alignment between structure and function, and it is obtained by de-
omposing the structural connectome into harmonics in the graph fre-
uency domain, and projecting the functional signals (fMRI frames at
ach timepoint) in the space spanned by the structural harmonics. The
unctional signals are then filtered into low and high structural graph
requencies, giving rise to coupled and decoupled signal components,
espectively. The ratio between the energy of these two signal portions
ields the SDI of a brain region. During resting state in healthy subjects,
ocal structure-function (de)coupling showed a very characteristic and
ehaviorally relevant spatial distribution, spanning from lower-order
unctional areas such as visual and somatosensory cortices, with activ-
ty highly constrained by the structure underneath, to higher-order ones,
ith activity more liberal. However, the extent to which this configu-

ation changes in different task-related states, or in different subjects,
till remains unexplored. Moreover, the quantification of the structure-
unction coupling at the level of single brain connections may bring
ew insights into brain organization principles and their uniqueness to
rain states and individuals. In particular, do structure-function depen-
ency patterns represent a signature of a particular task-related state?
an they act as a brain fingerprint uniquely identifying individuals?
nd which structure-function dependency features are more relevant

o task decoding, subject fingerprinting, and inter-individual cognitive
ariability? 

To answer these open questions, we analyzed the structural and func-
ional data during resting state and seven different tasks of 100 un-
elated healthy subjects from the Human Connectome Project (HCP)
 Van Essen et al., 2013 ), and obtained their structure-function signa-
ures quantified through: (i) the SDI, and (ii) a new GSP-based decom-
osition of the FC. The latter is obtained by assessing the functional
onnectivity between fMRI signal components that are more coupled
r decoupled to the underlying structure, named coupled-FC (c-FC) and
ecoupled-FC (d-FC), respectively. These GSP-derived features quantify
rain structure-function coupling at the level of either single brain re-
ions (SDI) or single brain connections (c-FC, d-FC) and were used to
lassify different tasks and individuals. In both cases, the classification
howed high accuracy for all the three structure-function coupling mea-
ures, across various cross-validation settings. Two specific networks in-
luding regions that are key to either task decoding or individual fin-
erprinting based on structure-function coupling emerged. Results were
hen compared with the classification performances obtained with con-
entional nodal (node strength) and edgewise measures of FC, without
nowledge from the underlying structure. Finally, nodewise and edge-
ise structure-function couplings in resting state were shown to cor-

elate with individual cognitive traits including fluid intelligence and
ustained attention, particularly in the high-frequency FC components
d-FC) of the structural connectome. 
2 
. Material and methods 

.1. Methods outline 

The methodological pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 1 . From the fMRI
imecourses ( Fig. 1 A) of 100 individuals during rest and seven tasks,
onventional edgewise and nodal FC measures (FC matrix and FC node
trength) were computed ( Fig. 1 B). In parallel to that, the GSP pipeline
utlined in ( Preti and Van De Ville, 2019 ) was implemented to decom-
ose functional signals at each timepoint onto the underlying struc-
ural bases and filter them in coupled (low-frequency) and decoupled
high-frequency) portions ( Fig. 1 C). Structure-function coupling was
hen evaluated at the level of connections and regions, by means of
oupled and decoupled FC and structural-decoupling indexes, respec-
ively ( Fig. 1 D). c-FC and d-FC are FC matrices derived from the cou-
led and decoupled portions of fMRI timecourses. The SDI quantifies
nstead the amount of local alignment between brain functional sig-
als and the underlying structural connectivity network at the nodal
evel. Next, the task decoding and individual fingerprinting accuracy
btained from the nodal and edgewise structure-function coupling fea-
ures (SDI, c-FC and d-FC, Fig. 1 D), as well as from nodal and edgewise
easures of FC not taking into account the underlying brain structure

 Fig. 1 B), were assessed with support vector machine (SVM) classifica-
ion ( Fig. 1 E) and compared. Finally, multivariate relationships between
he different nodal and edgewise features and individual cognitive traits
ere assessed with partial least square correlation (PLSC) analyses. 

.2. Data and preprocessing 

100 unrelated healthy subjects (number of subjects 𝑁 𝑠 = 100 ) of the
CP dataset U100 - HCP900 data release (54 females, 64 males, mean
ge = 29.1 ± 3.7 years) were included in the study. Ethical approval
as obtained within the HCP. Analyses were restricted to these 100 sub-

ects to ensure absence of any family relationship which may influence
ngerprinting results. fMRI acquired with 𝑁 𝑇 = 8 different task con-
itions (resting state and 7 tasks: emotion, gambling, language, motor,
elation, social, working memory), each recorded with 𝑁 𝐸 = 2 phase
ncoding directions (right-left and left-right), as well as DW-MRI se-
uences were pre-processed with state-of-the-art pipelines, in order to
btain regional functional time courses and their structural connections,
ased on a parcellation with 𝑁 𝑅𝑂𝐼 = 379 regions (360 cortical areas
 Glasser et al., 2016 ) and 19 subcortical ones as provided by the HCP
elease ( Fischl et al., 2002 ; Glasser et al., 2013 )). Each brain area was as-
igned to one of the 7 Yeo et al. (2011) networks through majority voting
rocedure or to the subcortical network for post hoc analyses. Minimally
reprocessed data from the HCP were selected ( Glasser et al., 2013 ;
an Essen et al., 2013 ) and the following additional pre-processing steps
ere performed. Nuisance signals were removed from voxel fMRI time

ourses (linear and quadratic trends, six motion parameters and their
rst derivatives, average white matter and cerebrospinal fluid signals
nd their first derivatives) and average time courses were computed
n each region of the parcellation, previously resampled to the func-
ional resolution, and z-scored. To remove the effect of the paradigm
n task data, only for task classification, paradigms were regressed out
rial by trial from functional time courses (a separate regressor for each
ask trial was included in the model). Functional connectomes were ob-
ained as Pearson’s correlation between pairwise time courses and FC
odal strength was computed for each region as the sum of absolute
alues of all the connections of that region ( Fig. 1 B). 

The same DW-MRI processing pipeline detailed in ( Preti and Van
e Ville, 2019 ) was used to reconstruct whole brain tractograms in-
luding 2 million fibers, using a spherical deconvolution approach
nd the Spherical-deconvolution Informed Filtering of Tractograms 2
SIFT2 ( Smith et al., 2015a ), https://www.mrtrix.org/ ). Structural con-
ectomes were then obtained, after resampling of the same parcellation
o diffusion space, as the number of streamlines connecting two regions,

https://www.mrtrix.org/
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Fig. 1. Method workflow. From fMRI nodal signals at each timepoint (A), functional connectivity (FC) is evaluated through conventional edgewise (FC matrix) 
and nodewise (FC node strength) measures (B). The graph signal processing (GSP) pipeline is applied to decompose functional signals into the structural harmonics 
obtained from the eigendecomposition of the structural connectome (SC) Laplacian (C). Functional signals are then filtered into two components; i.e., one coupled 
and one decoupled from structure, by applying ideal low pass (light blue) and high pass (pink) filters in the graph spectral domain (C). Edgewise and nodewise 
metrics evaluating structure-function coupling are obtained by computing FC matrices from coupled and decoupled signals (coupled and decoupled FC (c-FC and 
d-FC), respectively), and the structural decoupling index (SDI). Edgewise and nodal measures of both FC (B) and structure-function coupling (D) enter separate 
support vector machine (SVM) classifications with various cross validation settings to test their task decoding and fingerprinting value, quantified by task and subject 
identification accuracies (E). 
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ormalized by the sum of the two regions’ volumes. An average struc-
ural connectivity (SC) matrix, representative of the whole population,
as obtained by averaging the structural connectivity values across sub-

ects. 

.3. Structure-function coupling features 

The graph signal processing framework detailed in ( Preti and Van
e Ville, 2019 ) was adopted to obtain structure-function signatures (the
DI and the newly introduced c-FC and d-FC) for each subject and ac-
uisition. In brief, the average SC across the population is decomposed
nto structural harmonics 𝑢 𝑘 by eigendecomposition of the SC Laplacian
 = 𝐼 − 𝐴 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑚 (given the identity matrix 𝐼 and the symmetrically nor-
alized adjacency matrix 𝐴 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑚 of the SC): 

𝑈 = 𝑈Λ, 

here each eigenvalue [Λ] 𝑘,𝑘 = 𝜆𝑘 can be interpreted as spatial fre-
uency of the corresponding structural harmonic (eigenvector) 𝑢 𝑘 . For
ach subject, functional data at each timepoint 𝑠 𝑡 is then projected onto
he structural harmonics by assessing spectral coefficients 𝑠 𝑡 = 𝑈 

𝑇 𝑠 𝑡 ,
nd filtered into two components with ideal low- and high-pass filters
 Fig. 1 C). A fixed value of 𝑐 = 50 spectral components were chosen, to
e common to all acquisitions, and avoid task- or individual- biases
hat could affect the following classification. In addition, decoding and
ngerprinting analyses were repeated using a median split on the ob-
erved energy spectral densities (determined for each subject and task
ndependently) for comparison with previous work ( Preti and Van De
ille, 2019 ). The filtering operation yielded a low-frequency functional
ctivity component 𝑠 𝐶 𝑡 = 𝑈 

( 𝑙𝑜𝑤 ) 𝑈 

𝑇 𝑠 𝑡 , which is coupled to the structure,
nd a high-frequency one 𝑠 𝐷 𝑡 = 𝑈 

( ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ ) 𝑈 

𝑇 𝑠 𝑡 , more decoupled from the
tructure (where 𝑈 

( 𝑙𝑜𝑤 ) and 𝑈 

( ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ ) are 𝑁 𝑅𝑂𝐼 ×𝑁 𝑅𝑂𝐼 matrices with the
first eigenvectors complemented by zeros, and with 𝑐 first columns of
eros followed by the 𝑁 𝑅𝑂𝐼 − 𝑐 last eigenvectors, respectively). Pair-
ise Pearson’s correlations of s 𝐶 and s 𝐷 timecourses were computed to
btain c-FC and d-FC matrices, respectively. The L2 norm across time
f s 𝐶 and s 𝐷 yielded instead a general measure of coupling and decou-
ling for each node, and the ratio between the two corresponds to the
DI ( Fig. 1 D). 
3 
.4. Decoding and fingerprinting patterns 

A series of two-factor ANOVA analyses with nodal SDI, nodal FC
trength, edgewise FC, c-FC, or d-FC as dependent factor, and subject
nd task as independent factors, were performed to identify brain pat-
erns of task and subject main effects (decoding and fingerprinting pat-
erns, respectively) for the different measures of interest. Each ANOVA
nalysis delivered two F-values (one for the subject and one for the task
ffect) and associated p-value for each brain region or connection, and
ach measure. The edgewise patterns were summarized at the brain re-
ions’ level by taking the row-wise average of the F-value matrices. F-
alues were deemed significant for p < .05 accounting for Bonferroni
orrection across regions or connections. To assess the complementary
ontributions of SDI and FC nodal strength / c-FC and FC / d-FC and FC
o task decoding and individual fingerprinting, additional three-factor
NOVA analyses were performed on concatenated regional SDI and FC
trength / edgewise c-FC and FC / d-FC and FC values including subject,
ask, measure, and their first-order interactions as independent factors.
he interaction terms [task ∗ measure] and [subject ∗ measure] indicate
hether the effect of task or subject on brain patterns depends on the
ay such patterns are quantified; i.e., structure-function coupling or

unctional connectivity alone. 

.5. Task decoding 

Prior to task classification, task paradigms were regressed out from
unctional time courses to minimize confounds from paradigm-imposed
imings, aiming at keeping only differences due to the specific task-
elated states. Five SVM analyses with 𝑁 𝐵𝑆 = 8 classes were performed
o classify a brain state 𝑏𝑠 ( 𝑏𝑠 = 1 , ..., 𝑁 𝐵𝑆 ; i.e., resting state or one of
he 7 tasks) based on the 𝑁 𝑅𝑂𝐼 × 𝑁 𝐸 ⋅𝑁 𝐵𝑆 ⋅𝑁 𝑆 = 379 × 1600 nodal
eature matrices of (1) FC nodal strength and (2) SDI patterns, as well
s based on the ( 𝑁 ROI ⋅ ( 𝑁 ROI − 1)∕2) ×𝑁 𝐸 ⋅𝑁 BS ⋅𝑁 𝑆 = 71631 × 1600
dgewise feature matrices of (3) FC, (4) c-FC and (5) d-FC values,
rom all subjects and acquisitions. Two different cross-validation set-
ings were explored: a 100-fold ( leave-one-subject-out) cross-validation,
here the 𝑁 𝐸 ⋅𝑁 𝐵𝑆 = 16 acquisitions from one subject were excluded

or each training fold and used as test data; a 10-fold (leave-ten-subject-
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ut) cross-validation, where 𝑁 𝐸 ⋅𝑁 𝐵𝑆 ⋅ 10 = 160 acquisitions from ten
ubjects were excluded for each training fold and used as test data. The
0-fold cross-validation was repeated 50 times with different training-
est data partitions. As a sanity check, the 100-fold leave-one-subject-
ut cross-validation was repeated while randomizing the task labels. In
ll cross-validation settings and for each training-test loop, a one-versus-

ne multiclass linear SVM classifier with error-correcting output codes
odeling was trained on standardized training data (i.e., each predic-

or variable was centered and scaled to unit variance) using the fitcecoc

ATLAB v.R2019b function and used to predict the task in the test data
 Allwein et al., 2000 ; Furnkranz, 2002 ). 

.7. Individual fingerprinting 

A second set of SVM classifications, with the same five sets of fea-
ures (see paragraph 2.6), but with 𝑁 𝑆 = 100 classes, was performed to
dentify individuals based on their functional or structure-function cou-
ling characteristics. Two different classification and cross-validation
ettings were explored, considering data obtained from matching or dis-
ordant tasks: (1) identification of a subject 𝑠 doing a specific task 𝑏𝑠 ,
ased on all other tasks and individuals. This was implemented with a
00-fold ( leave-one-subject’s-task-out ) cross-validation, where the 𝑁 𝐸 en-
ries (two different encoding directions) of subject 𝑠 doing task 𝑏𝑠 were
xcluded for each fold; (2) identification of a subject 𝑠 doing a specific
ask 𝑏𝑠 , from entries related to only one other different task (all pairwise
ombinations explored). This was implemented with a set of leave-one-

ubject-and-task-out cross-validation analyses on data subsets including
nly entries from a specific task and subject in the test fold, and only
ntries from a specific different task (all subjects, 𝑁 𝑆 data points) in
he training fold. For each training-test loop, a one-versus-all multiclass
inear SVM classifier with output codes modeling was trained on stan-
ardized training data and used to predict the subject in the test data
 Allwein et al., 2000 ). We chose a linear SVM approach for its simplicity
nd ability to handle limited numbers of data points per class combined
ith large numbers of features. No hyperparameter tuning was involved

n the classifiers’ training. In addition, for comparison with recent work
n functional connectivity data (Finn et al., 2015) , fingerprinting ac-
uracy was also quantified with the subject identification rate (with
o SVM classification and cross-validation). The identification rate was
omputed as the rate of success in subject identification when match-
ng each subject 𝑠 doing a specific task 𝑏𝑠 with the most similar subject
oing a different task (all task combinations explored). The similarity
etween subject pairs was quantified as the Pearson’s correlation coef-
cient between their respective feature vectors (nodal FC strength; SDI;
C; c-FC; d-FC). As a sanity check, the subject identification rate was
lso computed while randomizing the subject labels. 

.8. Multivariate correlation with cognition 

PLSC analyses ( Krishnan et al., 2011 ) were performed to assess
he presence of multivariate correlation patterns between the five
ets of nodal and edgewise brain features and 10 cognitive scores
cross subjects. For the cognitive scores, the 10 cognitive subdomains
ested in the HCP were considered, namely, episodic memory, ex-
cutive functions, fluid intelligence, language, processing speed, self-
egulation/impulsivity, spatial orientation, sustained visual attention,
erbal episodic memory and working memory ( Barch et al., 2013 ). For
ubdomains for which more than one unadjusted raw score was avail-
ble, a single score was obtained by data projection onto the first com-
onent from a principal component analysis (Supplementary Fig. S1).
or each brain feature, PLSC was repeated 𝑁 𝐵𝑆 times, each time con-
idering only brain values (FC nodal strength, SDI, FC, c-FC, or d-FC)
btained during one task. Given the dimensionality of the data, each
LSC analysis outputs 10 pairs of so-called brain-cognitive saliences
orresponding to the left and right singular vectors of the data covari-
nce matrix; 10 singular values indicating the amount of explained co-
4 
ariance; and 10 sets of brain and cognitive latent scores correspond-
ng to data projections onto the brain and cognitive saliences, respec-
ively. Statistical significance of multivariate correlation patterns was
ssessed with permutation testing (1000 permutations) ( McIntosh and
obaugh, 2004 ; Zöller et al., 2017 ). Reliability of nonzero salience val-
es was assessed with bootstrapping procedure (1000 random sam-
les) and computing standard scores with respect to the bootstrap dis-
ributions (salience values were considered reliable for absolute stan-
ard score > 3) ( McIntosh and Lobaugh, 2004 ; Zöller et al., 2017) .
oreover, the generalizability of the multivariate correlation patterns

btained with each PLSC analysis was assessed with a 10-fold cross-
alidation procedure in the following way: first, 10 test subjects were
emoved from the dataset; second, brain and cognitive saliences were
stimated from the remaining data (i.e., from the training set which
ncludes 𝑁 𝑆 − 10 = 90 subjects); third, test-subject data were projected
nto the saliences obtained from the training set to obtain the test latent
cores; fourth, the correlation between original and test latent scores
as evaluated. In case of generalizable multivariate correlation pat-

erns, one would expect that original and test latent scores align along
he identity line ( Loukas et al., 2021 ). Finally, the r -squared (squared
earson’s correlation) between the latent scores was used to quantify
he amounts of cognitive traits’ variance explained by the five differ-
nt brain features. For the edgewise brain features (FC, c-FC, d-FC), a
ortical summary of the edgewise saliences was obtained by summing
he salience weights of all the edges attached to the individual brain
egions. 

. Results 

.1. Group-level structure-function coupling patterns are consistent across 

asks 

The structure-function coupling assessed with SDI at the nodal level,
nd with c-FC and d-FC at the edge level, yielded brain patterns of re-
ional and edgewise values for each subject and run which were consis-
ent across tasks (resting state and seven tasks: emotion, gambling, lan-
uage, motor, relational, social, working memory; each acquired with 2
hase encoding directions). Average SDI, c-FC, and d-FC profiles across
ubjects for each state are reported in Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3.
onsistently with previous work ( Preti and Van De Ville, 2019 ), we ob-
erved relatively strong structure-function nodal coupling (lower SDI)
n sensory and particularly in visual areas, and relatively strong nodal
ecoupling (higher SDI) in high-level cognitive networks (Supplemen-
ary Fig. S2). Functional connectivity information extracted from the
ow spatial frequencies of the structural connectome (c-FC) was qual-
tatively similar to classical functional connectivity (FC), with strong
onnectivity within visual and somatosensory networks, and low func-
ional connectivity between the default mode (DMN) and limbic net-
orks, and the other brain circuits. Conversely, functional connectivity
atrices obtained from high spatial frequencies of the structural con-
ectome (d-FC) were sparser and displayed both anti-correlation and
ositive-correlation patterns within and between resting state networks.
ubcortical regions mainly showed d-FC anti-correlation patterns with
ortical circuits (Supplementary Fig. S3). 

.2. Task decoding and fingerprinting patterns are spatially distinct 

As a first step, we investigated the existence of possibly distinct brain
atterns of structure-function coupling or functional connectivity asso-
iated with inter-task and inter-individual variability, respectively. To
his end, a set of two-factor ANOVA analyses assessing differences of
odal and edgewise measures across subjects and tasks yielded two spa-
ially distinct whole-brain patterns for each brain measure, character-
zed by a significant effect for either task or subject. These whole-brain
atterns are represented in Fig. 2 for structure-function coupling (SDI,
-FC, d-FC) and in Supplementary Fig. S4 for functional connectivity
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Fig. 2. Brain patterns of task decoding and subject fingerprinting effects on nodal Structural-Decoupling Index (SDI), edgewise coupled FC (c-FC), and edgewise 
decoupled FC (d-FC). F-values from two-factor ANOVA analyses are represented on a standard cortical surface independently from their statistical significance, with 
colormap scaled between the 5th and 95th percentiles across brain regions for each measure. For edgewise measures, the row-wise average of the F-value matrix is 
represented. The percentage of statistically significant brain regions or connections ( p < .05, Bonferroni-corrected) is reported below each cortical plot. The average 
F-values across regions belonging to 8 resting state networks are represented in the bar plots, with bars colored according to the corresponding resting-state network. 
The vertical lines in the bar plots represent the whole-brain average F-values. 
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FC nodal strength, FC). The ANOVA analyses revealed similar decoding
nd fingerprinting patterns for all measures except d-FC, although with
ome differences. Overall, the task decoding pattern ( Fig. 2 , left column)
learly involved more prominently regions belonging to unimodal brain
ircuits, in particular parts of the visual, somatomotor, and auditory net-
orks. On the contrary, the fingerprinting pattern ( Fig. 2 , right column)
as spatially more distributed, spreading across the frontal, parietal, oc-

ipital, and temporal lobes, including executive-control and transmodal
egions (which have been consistently reported to contribute to sub-
ect identification from functional connectivity (Finn et al., 2015) ) but
ot the limbic system and anterior DMN. Compared to SDI, FC nodal
trength, and FC, the c-FC fingerprinting pattern showed lesser involve-
ent of the primary and secondary visual cortices. These considerations

re also reflected by the average F-value within resting state networks,
epicted in the bar plots ( Fig. 2 ) ( Yeo et al., 2011 ). The decoding and fin-
erprinting patterns of d-FC were distinct from the other measures. Only
9% of brain connections showed a significant effect of the task on d-FC
 p < .05, Bonferroni corrected for the number of connections), suggest-
ng a weak d-FC variability across different tasks. Accordingly, the d-FC
5 
ecoding pattern was spatially more scattered and mainly involved the
rimary visual and the inferior parietal cortices. On the contrary, 86%
f brain connections showed a significant effect of the subject on d-FC.
he d-FC fingerprinting pattern was spatially more localized compared
o the other measures and presented a striking resemblance to the fronto-
arietal executive-control network ( Fig. 2 ). Finally, combined ANOVA
nalyses including both structure-function coupling and functional con-
ectivity measures as dependent factors, and subject, task, measure, and
rst order interactions as explanatory factors, showed a significant com-
ined effect of both task and measure (task-measure interaction), and
ubject and measure (subject-measure interaction) for all brain regions
hen concatenating SDI and FC nodal strength ( p < .05, Bonferroni-

orrected for the number of brain regions), and for 71% (89%) brain
onnections for task-measure and 97% (94%) for subject-measure in-
eractions when concatenating c-FC and FC (d-FC and FC) edge values
 p < .05, Bonferroni-corrected for the number of brain connections).
hese interaction analyses indicate that structure-function coupling and
unctional connectivity measures provide complementary contributions
o both task and subject identification. 
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Table 1 

Task decoding, subject fingerprinting, and brain-cognition relationships. First column: task de- 
coding accuracies for nodewise (FC nodal strength; SDI) and edgewise (FC, c-FC, d-FC) functional 
and structure-function coupling measures estimated with 100-fold leave-one-subject-out cross- 
validation and once-versus-one multiclass linear SVM classifiers. Second column: subject finger- 
printing accuracies estimated with 800-fold leave-one-subject’s-task-out cross-validation and one- 
versus-all multiclass SVM classifiers. Third column: brain-cognition r-squared ( r 2 ) computed as 
the squared Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the brain and cognition latent scores ob- 
tained from significant partial least squares correlation (PLSC) components. The brain-cognition 
r 2 quantifies the amount of inter-individual cognitive traits’ variance explained by the five differ- 
ent brain features, respectively. 

Task Decoding accuracy Subject Fingerprinting accuracy Brain-Cognition r 2 

FC nodal strength 0.544 0.984 0.211 
nodal SDI 0.756 0.997 0.180 
FC 0.919 0.964 0.224 
c-FC 0.893 0.972 0.209 
d-FC 0.873 1.000 0.654 
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.3. Structure-function coupling is able to decode task-related brain states 

SVM was used to classify different task-related states (resting state
nd seven tasks) based on nodewise or edgewise values of func-
ional connectivity as well as structure-function coupling, where task
aradigms were regressed out from functional time courses. 

For the nodewise metrics, task-classification based on nodal
tructure-function coupling (SDI) reached an accuracy of 0.756 (chance
evel = 0.125; randomized data = 0.119, Supplementary Table S1),
igher than the one based on FC nodal strength (0.544), showing that
DI is able to outperform a nodal measure (i.e., with equal dimen-
ionality) based on functional data only ( Table 1 , first column: leave-
ne-subject-out accuracies; Supplementary Table S2: leave-ten-subject-
ut accuracies). When keeping the full dimensionality of connections
71,631 features), accuracy for GSP-derived FC values reached 0.893
or c-FC and 0.873 for d-FC, comparable to conventional FC (0.919),
howing that structure-function dependencies, analogously to FC, are
ble to well characterize resting state and the different task conditions
 Table 1 , second column; Supplementary Table S2). Results were com-
arable when using a median split of the graph spectral density (rather
han a fixed threshold 𝑐 = 50 ) for the GSP-based measures’ computation
Supplementary Table S3). 

.4. Structure-function de coupling represents an individual fingerprint of 

rain organization 

In addition to characterizing different task-related states, structure-
unction coupling measures also revealed to be highly specific to dif-
erent individuals, which was also the case for functional connectivity.
ccuracies for the identification of subjects ranged in fact from 0.964

or edgewise FC to about 1 for nodewise SDI and edgewise d-FC (chance
evel = 0.010) as assessed with 800-fold leave-one-subject’s-task-out cross-
alidation setting ( Table 1 ). Both nodewise and edgewise structure-
unction coupling measures performed slightly better than their coun-
erparts based on functional connectivity alone ( Table 1 ). Next, we at-
empted to identify individuals based on training the SVM classifier on
nly one task and testing it on another task (all task combinations ex-
lored; leave-one-subject-and-task-out cross validation). Our results show
hat even in this more challenging classification setting, subject identi-
cation was possible for all functional and structure-function coupling
easures, with accuracies above chance level ( Fig. 3 ). When considering
odewise measures, fingerprinting accuracies were higher for FC nodal
trength compared to SDI in most task combinations (average accura-
ies = 0.806 / 0.663 for FC strength and SDI, respectively). However, in
his same cross-validation scenario, the performance of edgewise metrics
as particularly interesting to observe. The best (near-perfect) accura-

ies, in fact, were reached by the decoupled FC, largely outperforming
oth conventional FC and, in particular, coupled FC (average accura-
6 
ies = 0.897 / 0.428 / 0.997 for FC, c-FC and d-FC, respectively). In
eneral, predicting the subject from resting state data (training fold) to
ask data (test fold), and from any task to resting state data, was slightly
ore difficult than cross-task prediction, although there was not a par-

icular pairwise task combination consistently outperforming the other
ask combinations ( Fig. 3 ). Results were comparable when quantifying
he fingerprinting accuracies with the identification rate (average iden-
ification rate = 0.683 / 0.431 / 0.739 / 0.250 / 0.985 for nodal FC
trength, nodal SDI, FC, c-FC and d-FC, respectively) (Supplementary
ig. S5), with identification rates above values obtained from random-
zed data (0.011 / 0.011 / 0.010 / 0.011 / 0.010, respectively; Sup-
lementary Table S4). Cross-task identification rates for edgewise func-
ional connectivity were consistent with previous reports (minimum,
aximum identification rate = 0.450, 0.990) ( Amico and Goñi, 2018a ;

inn et al., 2015 ). 

.5. Structure-function decoupling explains cognitive traits 

Finally, functional and structure-function coupling measures ex-
lained inter-individual variations of cognitive traits, particularly sus-
ained attention and fluid intelligence scores. Multivariate correlations
etween subject-specific brain measures (FC nodal strength, nodal SDI,
C, c-FC, and d-FC) in the different tasks (resting state and seven tasks)
nd 10 scores measuring cognitive subdomains were assessed with PLSC
nalyses (one PLSC per task and per brain measure). PLSC identifies
inear combinations of brain measures that maximally covary with lin-
ar combinations of cognitive scores. PLSC analyses revealed signifi-
ant multivariate correlation patterns between cognitive traits and all
ve functional and structure-function coupling measures mainly during
esting state ( p < .05; Supplementary Table S5). During tasks, brain-
ognition multivariate correlations were not statistically significant or
tatistically significant but weaker compared to resting state, as indi-
ated by lower brain-cognition r -squared values (Supplementary Table
5). When comparing the amount of inter-individual cognitive traits’
ariance explained by the five different brain features, we found that
esting state FC nodal strength, nodal SDI, edgewise FC, and c-FC had
imilar r -squared values, ranging from 0.180 for SDI to 0.224 for FC (i.e.,
8 to 22%, Table 1 ). However, edgewise d-FC explained a larger amount
f inter-individual cognitive variance, reaching 65% ( Table 1 ). In par-
icular, stronger resting state d-FC in regions belonging to the fronto-
arietal network (including the bilateral posterior superior-frontal gyri,
orsolateral frontal cortices, intraparietal sulci, and inferior temporal
yri), and weaker resting state d-FC in somatosensory, limbic and middle
emporal regions, were associated with better sustained attention per-
ormances, as shown by the d-FC and cognitive saliences that weigh the
ontribution of individual variables to the overall multivariate pattern
 Fig. 4 C). Conversely, larger resting state FC nodal strength, SDI, FC, and
-FC specifically related to a cognitive profile characterized by higher
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Fig. 3. Cross-task fingerprinting accuracies for functional and structure-function coupling measures. Subject classification accuracies when using only one condition 
− task or resting state − for training (matrices’ rows) and one for testing (matrices’ columns), with all pairwise task combinations explored and for all nodewise 
(FC nodal strength; SDI) and edgewise (FC, c-FC, d-FC) measures. Classification accuracies were assessed with leave-one-subject-and-task-out cross-validation and 
one-versus-all multiclass SVM classifiers. RS = resting state; Emo = emotion; Gam = gambling; Lan = language; Mot = motor; Rel = relational; Soc = social; WM = working 
memory. 
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P  
uid intelligence and spatial orientation, and lower, sustained attention
nd verbal episodic memory scores ( Figs. 4 A, B and S6). The FC nodal
trength, SDI, FC, and c-FC cortical patterns relating to cognition were
patially similar and mainly involved somatosensory, association, and
emporo-parietal brain regions. 10-fold cross-validation analyses indi-
ated good brain and cognitive patterns generalizability, with Pearson’s
orrelation values between original and test latent scores ranging from
.78 to 0.99 (Supplementary Fig. S7). 

. Discussion 

Functional neuroimaging data have shown to provide measures of
ctivity and connectivity with the ability to predict brain states in rela-
ion to task execution, as well as to identify individual subjects in a group
 Finn et al., 2015 ; Haynes and Rees, 2006 ; Richiardi et al., 2011 ; Van De
ille et al., 2021 ). In parallel, brain morphology ( Wachinger et al., 2015 )
nd structural connectivity ( Kumar et al., 2017 ; Yeh et al., 2016 ) re-
ealed as well the capability of uniquely identifying individuals. How-
ver, brain function and structure are conventionally considered sep-
rately, and the relevance of structure-function coupling in underlying
istinct brain states (tasks) and inter-individual variability (subjects’ fin-
erprint) remains unexplored. 

In relation to the first, the way brain function couples to the un-
erlying structure is likely to adapt to the demands of the task. In line
ith this, task-related functional activity was shown to be well predicted

rom structure only in selected brain regions, different for each task
 Wu et al., 2020 ). However, how this structure-function relationship
epends on external stimulation, cognitive engagement, and affective
tate, and whether this can be useful to decode different brain states is
till an open question ( Suárez et al., 2020 ). Concerning individual finger-
rinting, considering the value of both structural and functional brain
eatures in subject identification, we could expect structure-function
oupling profiles to also uniquely characterize individuals, providing
 new dimension of inter-individual differences in brain organization.
n line with this hypothesis, a recent study showed that the extent of
lignment between structure and function correlates with individual dif-
erences in cognitive flexibility ( Medaglia et al., 2018 ). 
7 
With these premises, we expanded here previous research by intro-
ucing new measures of structure-function coupling at the level of sin-
le brain connections (c-FC, d-FC) and by identifying the task decod-
ng and individual fingerprinting relevance of such structure-function
odal and edgewise patterns. Our work shows that structure-function
oupling can predict both brain states and individuals with high accu-
acy. The Structural-Decoupling Index and the functional connectivity
omponent decoupled from structure (d-FC) revealed able to identify
ndividual subjects in a group with near-perfect accuracy ( Table 1 ), in-
icating that the pattern of structure-function coupling is an intrinsic
eature (or fingerprint ) of an individual’s brain organization. The idea of
 ‘deep’ functional fingerprint, independent from brain state configura-
ion, is consistent with recent works reporting good cross-task subject
dentification from FC data ( Abbas et al., 2020 ; Amico and Goñi, 2018b ;
inn et al., 2015 ) and moderate state-dependency (compared to high
ubject-dependency) of functional networks ( Gratton et al., 2018 ). Here,
e demonstrate that the way brain function aligns (or misaligns) with

he underlying structural connectivity provides additional clues on this
unctional fingerprint. 

Therefore, while it is true that structure-function dependencies are
ufficiently different across tasks to allow a reliable decoding of brain
tates, a strong structure-function individual fingerprint exists indepen-
ently from the task during which brain function is measured. In fact,
his fingerprint appears robust to brain state changes, since even a strin-
ent cross-validation setting with pairwise cross-task predictions deliv-
rs high fingerprinting accuracies, in particular related to functional
onnectivity patterns decoupled from structure. This shows, notably,
hat a great deal of information specific to the individual is present in
he high spatial frequencies of the structural decomposition, that is in
he portion of functional signals which is more liberal with respect to
rain structure. Notably, this finding could be particularly useful in the
ontext of clinical studies ( Itani and Thanou, 2021 ): the information
ontained in the high frequencies of the structural connectome − which
s shown here to distinguish very well among individuals − could in this
ase represent features characterizing individual patients and reflecting
heir specific pathological traits. This consideration is reinforced by the
LSC results which indicate that the FC components decoupled from
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Fig. 4. Multivariate correlation patterns between classical, coupled-, and decoupled functional connectivity during rest and cognitive traits. Significant partial least 
square correlation (PLSC) patterns between cognitive traits (first column) and resting state FC (A), c-FC (B), and d-FC (C) (second column). First column: bars 
and single dots represent the cognitive salience average and dispersion over 1000 bootstraps; yellow shading indicates salience weights significantly different from 

zero. Second column: brain saliences plotted on the cortical surface. For FC and c-FC (A, B) the significant salience weights were positive, as represented by the 
yellow-to-red colormap. For d-FC (C) the significant salience weights ranged from negative to positive values, as represented by the blue-to-red colormap. 
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tructure explain a significant percentage of inter-individual cognitive
raits’ variability, at a level that exceeds the performances of other func-
ional and structure-function coupling measures. 

As mentioned above, structure-function dependencies also deliver
igh accuracy (0.756 for SDI, 0.893 for c-FC, and 0.874 for d-FC, against
 0.125 chance-level) when decoding task-related states. It is impor-
8 
ant to remark here that, having regressed out task paradigms, task
ecoding can still detect differences due to task, but not “artificially ”
nduced ones, dependent on the paradigm timing, which prevents bi-
ses due to task particularities. Recent studies have shown that the cor-
ical macroscale gradient of structure-function coupling found at rest,
pposing primary sensory and association cortices ( Preti and Van De
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m  
ille, 2019 ; Vázquez-Rodríguez et al., 2019 ), can be retrieved from task
ata as well ( Baum et al., 2020 ; Wu et al., 2020 ), suggesting similar cou-
ling patterns both in intrinsic (rest) and extrinsic brain states. We can
ndeed observe the same, when comparing average structure-function
oupling patterns among task conditions (average SDI, c-FC, and d-FC
aps across subjects in Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3). Nonetheless,

pecific and non-trivial differences across tasks, not clearly visible at
he population level, exist and allow accurate task decoding. 

Contributions of brain regions to task and subject identification are
n fact not uniformly distributed across the cortex: two clearly distinct
atterns were highlighted, one for task decoding and one for individual
ngerprinting (see Fig. 2 ). Interestingly, these two maps group brain re-
ions with distinct structure-function coupling properties. The task pat-
ern mainly involved lower-order regions whose functional activity sig-
ificantly couples with the structural connectome (Supplementary Fig.
2), including somatomotor, visual and auditory cortices ( Preti and Van
e Ville, 2019 ). This means that between-task variations of structure-

unction coupling as well as of functional connectivity (Supplementary
ig. S4) mainly occur in regions whose functional activity is on aver-
ge more constrained by the underlying structure. Conversely, the fin-
erprinting pattern was spatially more spread and extended to frontal,
arietal, occipital, and temporal regions including executive-control
nd transmodal association cortices whose functional activity tends to
ecouple from structure ( Preti and Van De Ville, 2019 ), but exclud-
ng the limbic system. The latter includes several allocortical regions
ith simpler cortical layers’ organization and early neurodevelopment
 Baum et al., 2020 ), which together may explain the weak subject speci-
city. Moreover, the structure-function coupling in insulo-limbic regions
articularly relates to cortical chemo-architecture and inter-regional
imilarity of neurotransmitter receptors’ concentration ( Hansen et al.,
021 ), which could reduce the degrees of freedom ‘available’ for inter-
ndividual variability. Conversely, transmodal and higher-order cortices
resent higher cytoarchitectonic complexity and less recurrent connec-
ions ( Wang et al., 2019 ). Computational studies suggest that these fea-
ures could underlie the capacity of higher-order brain regions to sup-
ort autonomous and spontaneous dynamics more liberal with respect
o the structural connectivity architecture (Vázquez-Rodríguez et al.,
019; Wang et al., 2019) . On the same line, post mortem histological
ata and in vivo MRI assessment of cortical myelo-architecture indicate
 divergence between microstructural and functional cortical gradients
n the executive-control network, suggesting that these fronto-parietal
reas may be relatively untethered not only from cortico-cortical white-
atter connectivity but also from intra-cortical hierarchical constraints

 Paquola et al., 2019 ). These mechanisms may as well relate to the
tronger individual specificity of decoupled functional connectivity pat-
erns observed particularly in executive-control regions. 

Indeed, The decoupled component of the functional connectivity was
haracterized by distinct task- and subject-specific brain patterns com-
ared to the other structure-function coupling and functional connectiv-
ty measures. On the one side, d-FC presented limited task specificity,
ith only 29% of brain connections being associated with a significant

ask-effect in the two-factor ANOVA analyses and mainly involving in-
erior parietal and primary visual areas. We speculate that different
raph-frequency components may be involved in different tasks, with an
mnipresent contribution from lower-order areas (tendentially coupled
ith structure ( Preti and Van De Ville, 2019 )), so that multiple graph

requencies and particularly lower frequencies are needed to achieve
ptimal task differentiation. On the other side, d-FC demonstrated near-
erfect subject identification accuracy even in a challenging cross-task
lassification setting ( Fig. 3 ). Compared to the other measures, the d-FC
ngerprinting spatial pattern was more localized and strikingly over-

apped with the fronto-parietal executive-control system, in agreement
ith previous reports on vertex-level inter-subject variability of intrinsic

unctional connectivity in these regions ( Mueller et al., 2013 ). In paral-
el, primary sensory networks had a much lower fingerprinting power in
-FC. These are the ones that are more related to the underlying struc-
9 
ural connectivity ( Liégeois et al., 2020 ; Preti and Van De Ville, 2019 ),
o that ‘removing’ its contribution through graph-domain filtering de-
reases the relative importance of these networks. The differences ob-
erved between SDI, c-FC, and d-FC hint at a neurobiological relevance
f the way brain activity (tightly or loosely) couples with the anatomi-
al connectivity substrate, both in regard to the mechanisms underlying
rain state reconfiguration across tasks, and to how individual unique-
ess is expressed in the brain. In addition, joint analyses of structure-
unction coupling and functional connectivity (three-factor ANOVAs)
ndicated that the two classes of brain features provide complementary
ontributions to task and subject identification. These results suggest
hat the alignment of function with structure reveals additional infor-
ation with respect to the functional connectivity alone. Future work

hould be done to consolidate and extend these considerations, for ex-
mple by including subject-specific structural connectivity information
 a non-trivial operation that would lead to the definition of multiple
pectral domains for brain signals, but opens the perspective of incor-
orating inter-subject structural variability in the analysis of functional
rain signatures. 

Differently from previous work that mainly focused on fingerprint
atterns and single cognitive domains such as fluid intelligence, here
e explored multivariate correlations between functional and structure-

unction coupling features, and multiple cognitive traits. We show that
nter-individual variations of (nodewise and edgewise) functional con-
ectivity and local structure-function coupling (SDI) during rest consis-
ently explain traits of complex cognition (fluid intelligence, spatial ori-
ntation), executive function (sustained attention) and episodic memory
 Moore et al., 2015 ), resembling descriptions of a general intelligence g-
actor previously associated with functional connectivity of the default
ode network (Smith et al., 2015b) . In particular, a relatively stronger
odal structure-function coupling (lower SDI) was associated with bet-
er complex cognition, in line with previous work demonstrating a link
etween less liberal structure-function alignment during task switch-
ng and concomitant cognitive flexibility performances (Medaglia et al.,
018) . Nonetheless, relatively weaker nodal structure-function coupling
as associated with better executive and memory abilities. It might
e that certain brain functions, such as complex reasoning, may ben-
fit from more reliable and consolidated brain communication path-
ays, possibly expressed in a stronger structure-function alignment
 Finn et al., 2017 ; Medaglia et al., 2018 ; Suárez et al., 2020 ). Other
unctions, such as verbal learning and retrieval or attention mainte-
ance, may conversely benefit from a less constrained structure-function
lignment, a configuration that might predispose the individual to the
ntegration of new information. On this line, functional connectivity
omponents decoupled from structure (d-FC) were strongly associated
ith sustained attention, a mental function that plays a ubiquitous role
cross cognitive domains and perception. The d-FC cortical pattern was
patially spread, with large (absolute) PLS weights spanning all brain
obes. This widespread pattern echoes a large-scale network spanning
everal cortical, subcortical, and cerebellar regions identified as robust
redictors of attention performance ( Rosenberg et al., 2016 ). Yet, the
attern of increased d-FC (positive PLS weights) strongly overlapped
ith the fronto-parietal network, largely implicated in the selection of

ensory contents by attention ( Ptak, 2012 ). The pattern of coupled func-
ional connectivity (c-FC) associated with cognition mainly opposed the
ronto-parietal network and posterior DMN to sensorimotor, visual, and
nterior cingulate regions. This pattern, associated with complex func-
ions, partially mirrored previously reported macroscale cortical gra-
ients that integrate information across multiple sensory domains into
bstract representation, in virtue of a progressively increasing distance
rom somatosensory areas ( Buckner and Krienen, 2013 ; Margulies et al.,
016 ). While speculative, these considerations and research in this di-
ection, particularly investigating the role of the medium and high fre-
uencies of the structural connectome, may offer a new understanding
f cognitive control mechanisms ( Lerman-Sinkoff et al., 2017 ). Further-
ore, in our analyses the relationship between brain features and cogni-
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ive traits was predominant in the resting condition, suggesting that in-
rinsic rather than extrinsic brain states might better reflect general cog-
itive abilities. Meanwhile, this observation does not exclude that tem-
oral fluctuations of structure-function coupling levels during tasks or
est might tap into specific cognitive-behavioral subdomains and hence
mprove the prediction of task performance or cognitive traits, which is
nother avenue for future research ( Van De Ville et al., 2021 ). 

Finally, the spatial patterns of structure-function coupling relating
o cognition presented similarities both with the task decoding maps in
ower-order somatomotor and association cortices, intrinsically charac-
erized by stronger structure-function coupling, as well as with the fin-
erprinting maps in fronto-parietal regions, characterized by more lib-
ral structure-function coupling ( Preti and Van De Ville, 2019 ) ( Figs. 2 ,
 , and S2). Recent work showed that structural and functional connec-
ivity present distinct patterns of inter-individual variance as they re-
ate to cognition ( Rasero et al., 2021 ; Zimmermann et al., 2018 ). In-
riguingly, our results extend these findings identifying in the structure-
unction coupling a possible link between divergent structural and func-
ional connectivity patterns in predicting behavior. In this respect, both
he nodewise SDI and the edgewise d-FC capture inter-subject cogni-
ive variability, but along two different axes. Compared to the func-
ional connectivity component decoupled from structure, the coupled
omponent (c-FC) preserves task- and subject-specific information, but
o a lesser extent, showing lower fingerprinting accuracies in the cross-
ask classification setting and weaker brain-cognition relationship. The
oupled functional connectivity component may contain large-scale pat-
erns common to individuals in a group, as suggested by its simi-
arity with the classic functional connectivity organization into well-
stablished resting state networks (Supplementary Fig. S3), while the de-
oupled component may contain a larger proportion of subject-specific
nformation. A further exploration of the full structural connectome
pectrum and of its derived functional connectivity components is war-
anted. 

This study has a number of limitations and possible developments.
irst, a relatively restricted HCP sample was used. This choice was mo-
ivated by the computational burden of the fingerprinting multi-class
VM classifiers’ training. Although recent work indicates reliable FC
ngerprinting performance across different subgroups of HCP subjects
 Waller et al., 2017 ), future work should better assess the dependency of
ccuracy estimates and brain-cognition correlations on more noisy data
cquired in routine and clinical settings ( Grady et al., 2021 ). Second, the
sage of a gray matter parcellation as opposed to a voxel-based analy-
is impedes a fine-grained characterization of functional territories that
an vary across subjects and tasks ( Laumann et al., 2015 ; Salehi et al.,
020 ; Wang et al., 2015 ) with possible impact on the quantification
f nodewise and edgewise structure-function coupling features. Never-
heless, a parcellation-based approach facilitates inter-subject compar-
sons, improves the signal-to-noise ratio of the estimated structural and
unctional measures, and enables a compact representation of brain fin-
erprints and decoding patterns. Third, group-level structural connec-
ivity information was used for the computation of GSP-derived met-
ics. While this choice is convenient since it defines a common spec-
ral domain across subjects and tasks, ways to integrate inter-subject
tructural variability could be explored in the future. Fourth, this study
oes not consider time-varying aspects of structure-function dependency
 Cabral et al., 2017 ; Fukushima et al., 2018 ; Van De Ville et al., 2021 ):
heir exploration in the future might provide insight particularly in rela-
ion to task decoding and cognitive control mechanisms. Fifth, our anal-
ses are limited to slow temporal scales accessible with fMRI. Previous
tudies had attempted brain fingerprinting using electrophysiological
ecordings ( Fraschini et al., 2015 ; Marcel and Millan, 2007 ; Sareen et al.,
021) , but the link between faster brain dynamics and structural topol-
gy remains poorly understood ( Finger et al., 2016 ; Glomb et al., 2020 ).
uture research may address how the hierarchy of structure-function
ependencies vary at faster temporal scales, possibly carrying distinct
ngerprinting and decoding information. Finally, our multivariate cor-
10 
elation analyses explore possible brain patterns relating to cognitive
raits, including bootstrap and cross-validation procedure for generaliz-
bility assessment. Nonetheless, feature importance in multivariate pre-
ictive models of cognition remains difficult to reliably estimate and dif-
erent machine learning approaches are under investigation ( Tian and
alesky, 2021 ). 

In conclusion, this work demonstrates that structure-function depen-
encies quantified both at the level of single brain regions and con-
ections form prominent signatures of individual brains’ organization
eflecting cognitive and behavioral correlates, while at the same time
reserving task-dependent information. In particular, the high spatial
requencies of the structural connectome may contain relevant subject-
pecific information which deserves further attention in the future. 
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